
Drum Donation Initiative – Application Form

Your Name:

Name of Recipient (If applicable):

Address:

City:

Province/State:

Country

Postal/Zip Code:

At Kindred Spirit Steel Tongue Drums we do our best to keep our instruments accessible to everyone through our 
monthly contests, as well as our “Drum Donation Initiative”.  This initiative was created to give away an instrument every 
month to a person in need, to help further our mission of “Creating Vitality Through Sound”.

We define a “person in need” as someone who:  

1.  Is a person of low income, or a parent/guardian with children in a low income household.
2.  Is a person who suffers from, or a parent/guardian of someone who suffers from some form of physical or 

mental ailment or disability.
3.  Is of minority status in some way, and is dealing with the challenges that come with that.
4.  Is a person who experiences some other form of challenge not mentioned here, that would make acquiring an 

instrument through regular means very difficult and/or impossible.

We do our best to provide an instrument of choice when possible, but generally our drum donations are filled by 
our aesthetic seconds (So we  are unable to guarantee a specific instrument should your application be chosen).  However, if
you have a preference for instrument attributes you can fill out the table below, and if it is possible to accommodate your 
wishes, we will do so.  If you are unfamiliar, all of our products and product options can be viewed on our website:  
www.kindredspiritdrums.com

Series: Scale: Key: Color:

By filling out this document you are pledging that you are truthfully a person in need, or the guardian/mentor of a 
person in need and are not misrepresenting yourself.  We cannot guarantee your application will be chosen, but we 
appreciate you taking the time to fill out this form.  

When complete, please scan and email it to kindredspiritdrums@gmail.com, or you can mail it to:

Kindred Spirit Steel Drums
Attn:  Drum Donation Initiative
1134 Flume Road
Roberts Creek
British Columbia, Canada
V0N 2W2

With good wishes to you and your kin,

Brynn Clingwall
Founder,
Kindred Spirit Steel Drums

mailto:kindredspiritdrums@gmail.com

